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Dear Jin, 1/12/78 
If my phone had not stayed busy last night after you phoned I would have written you pretty much as I do now because as I started to tell you, I was much encouraged. by your reaction an’ your sequences of expressions of emotions when you told me of the = nevest DJ/FBI dirty tricks. I'll come to that. 
Right now I'm taping the rerun of last night's Maciicil~Lehrer Report because it has Colby, Phillips and two other former high-level spooks. They disclose what no spook should ever nention if all the allegations of protecting sources and installations really mean anything. They disclose what can and should lead to the identification of high-level political CIA informers in everal foreign lands. 1 think this can be relevant in some of the gases. If you agree transcripts are available fro: the NY public BY station. The first thing you said last night is that you ar: mad. Then you said how mad. Then you said why. In a case of this kind and in the kind of situation in whi th we are and usually are I believe this is the correct S8quences 
Of course these stronger emotions moderate. , 
There is a brief gap in the tapes “il happened to notice the machine wasn't working. Only that the plug had worked loose. It is well within the first 10 minutes. _ One of the reasons I write really is not necessary. 4¢ is both a gesture and ar anticipation. We have Mttle time. There may be a decision you have to make about which you feel you should consult me. if for any reason you try and I am not home, just go aheed add do whatever you believe is correct. There will be no problems. 
I do not exvect to be away from home but if the weather permits it I may be walking aid if the weather is bad the phones may not be working. Ur mine can bo bust. Zed spoke £9 me last night for maybe two hours. (He is supsosed to stay in bad ever a back injury for at least a woek, after which he may be hospitalized for spinal surgery ) 
This is a short morning so I'll be “eneral., It ia the morning of my weekly bleod test and I have to go to Social Security to begin the steps to qualify Yor Medicare. I will have a few other errands with it. and the afternoon takes much time gesting throuzh to the doctor after the lab reports to lim. 
We both stay too busy. We really never have tine to sit down and explore such things as options and approaches, We thus are left to veact only, except as we take the initiative in filing a suite “his courgo is the one most likely to waste time for us. I will be doing More thinking about this when I ean for the tine when perhars we can do a little discussing and planning, 
But i do have the feeling that this newest dirty trick inevitably will tend to turn us an the proper direction. 
As T think now about the preparations $ stacted to wake when you told me I realize that my instinct was to start off this ways we go after them. However the judge is diss posed I believe our course is the same, If you detect other than an unsynpathetic attitude, you can then improvise. If we havex the Pratt attitude then I think you really should be thinking of direct confrontation with that judge, I suppose Hakt.is clear that the government created this emergency, time=pressure situation, even to an adverse judge. I therefore think there is no exceptional situation for us claiming that it shoula not be allowed to victimize us by letting them moot the whole thing by going ahead without our having a full opportunity, inciuding the right to appeal an adverse decision, They have had since November to avoid this situation. Instead they ereated it. Hore than is apparent from tho dates. I made several efforts to discuss it with +“mne and was quite spacific in telling her that unless we could talk and work things out there would be unnecessary litigation. Her reaction was to say she was quite interested in doing thiss He record is of ignoring it totally. As she did all else. Also Schaffer, 
The totality of the situation and the official contriving of the situation is ideally suited to our argument, that the goveimment is misusing the Act to be uble to stage nonster ~Redia events that smount to disinformation and limit vhat almost anyone can do or know, what requires that there be a dependable private source at least available and equiped, 4 private attorney general. In Staging these delays and creating this situation the govern



            

ment seeks to prevent anything except what it wants to be known or taken from the records 

it is releasinge [t seeks to perpetuate the propagandistic condition it has ereated by 

making any-hing else impossible. 

Although it did inform others earlier and in fact made a partial release months earlier 

the PEI @ki not let me know the date or the conditions until the day before it opened = 

those 40,000 pages. “t then was totally impossible for me. Of course it vould have been 

in any event but they had to delay informing me to assure that I could not have any 

ELLE SSe 

With their ignoring all ay requests for so long there is plenty of this natures 

‘I learned more of this last night. 

But I think we have to attribute motive, in affect retry the coverup. bven to a degree 

ba prepared to defend 4oover by saying that his survivors ar> seeking to make bin alone 

responsible for all that was wrong and now can be hidden no longer of the coverud. 

Tho FUL had just shown the®ouse assassing the Powell picture(s). I may learn whether © 

or not more than one before a hearing. As you know I asked for this ani toe related 

reports 9 ysars ago if not 10 years ago. The actuality is that the FPT withheld from the 

WC. the evidence it obtained from the Army intelligence agent who vas on the scene 

and i- obtained this evidence from the Army. On its side the Army destroyed all the records 

it retained or at least had so informed me. (This one item of @vidsnce represents much 

work for me with a number of agencies over a long period of years.) Now the FBI is 

releasing what can become another item of disinformation in a mass that makes segregatiag 

and examiniag it and its moaning impossible - after cashing my check for 15 years agoe 

(A cash consideration.) The FSI had the only copi.s of these records, suporesed them for 

14 years and mow uses them in a propaganda campaign while having violated the lay to 

éony them to nee Fowsll was on the scene with a camera, was confined to the building with 

nhs camera, anc took at least ons picture showing that sixth-flocr windowe and nobocy in 

it. i have a poor copye She PEI did let nuts have this victure, my sources 

I don % reelly know how we can best launch an attack but that, as I'm sure you 

geres, we mast do. 

However, 2 alse think this should mark the beginning of 4 new approsch for use 

On this and for other uses i'l) ‘prepare as many different papers as I can, 

Giffsvent by subject sc you can use what you want and arrange as you Wante We wont’ now 

really have ‘imc to work all the vétaiis out. wc'li Luprovisee 

I think the despite the time it may take -- and even if you do nothing te back it 

wo except to rive a brief argument - yeu might want to consider asking for a TRO - in 

advance, They created a situation in which if the judge rules against us on the temporary 

injunction we are denied ovr right te apooal. The fact that they created this situation 

and did it deliberately is 1 think enough if we can do no more to nave in a court record 

in the event we have later use for it. If the judge rules for us then the request for the 

TRO means nothing. If he rules against us we may without it be mooted. if he rvles against 

us on the TRO we may be in 2 better position for any later litigation, as for CAMA ZC. 

In a sense our eye should now, to the degree we can with all thet presses to hard 

and fast, be on the future. As a reality there ray be nothing we can do about the present 

situation. Our purpose is not to prevent ths release in pay event, There may be opportunities 

for the future es a result of all this official misbeaslee, this deliberate viclation of 
the Act and ite intent and my rightae Another way to put this is that maybe the most 

important present consoderation is the making of a record, while their abuse and offense 

are current and clear and when the have the obligation to rebut whatever we alleges 

Byt above all, don't worry about this or however it ends. and do stay angry. i have 

seen you angry very rarely because you don't get really angry. But each time you have been 

more effective than I have ever seen you when tranquil. Anger is also quite appropriate 

to our ove ‘all situation and what the bad buys, your sdaxz adversary, ahevy done to your 

client. 
: - _ —_ - _ 

hastily,


